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Jajat Burbanudin
The Making of Islamic Political Tndition
in the Malay \7orld
Abstrak: Kajian-kajian tentang lslam di Asia Tenggara, khwsusnya In-
donesia, menwnjukkan bahzaa dunia Melayu telab menerima tingkat
pengarub klam dalam derajat yang lebih besar dibanding uilayab-uilayah
lain. Nilai-nilai agama tersebut membentuk swbsansi utanTd struhtur
potitik dan budaya Melayu, sebingga ia kemudian dianggap identik
dengan Islam. Bagi bangsa Melayu, hal ini tere/leksikan dalam satw
wngkapan, "nlAst'!.k Islam berarti masuk Melayu". Ungkapan tersebut
merupakan zuujwd pemaknaan bangsa Melayu terhadap realitas yang
dirumuskan dalam terma-terma Iskm ; sebagai artikulasi perasd'an bangsa
Melayu tentang identitas mereka yang cenderung meneTnpatkan Islam
sebagai bagian penting dalam rumusan ke-Melayw-an.
Artikel ini mencoba menghadirkan satu pelrTbahasan tentdng tradisi
politik Islam di dunia Mekyu. Menwrut penulisnya, dalam konteks politik
-Melayw, 
Islam telab menanamkan pengarubnya' yang sangat kuat. Hal
ini, antara lain, terlibat jelas dalam bahasa yang digunakan wntuk
mengekspresikan gagasdn'gagasan tenta'ng politik, seperti konsep
kekwasaan, raja atau penguasa, hubungan raia dengan rakyat, serta bal'
hal lain yang berada dalam domain politik' Di sini, bangsa Melayu
menjadikan Islam sebagai dasar perulrtusan etika bagi perilaku politik
para.penguasa di kerajaan. Dalam teks'teks Melayu klasik, seperti Seiarah
Melayu dan Hikayat Raya-Raja Pasai, 
-dua teks yang masing'masing
berbicara tentdng kerajaan Samudra Pasai dan Malaka pada abad 14
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dan 15-perumusan Islam sebagai basis etikapolitik terlihat dengan jelas
pada isu-sisu pok,ok politik ya.ng mengeTn.uk,a dalam selurult isi
pembahasan teks.
Konsep penting lain yang muncwl dalarn. luacana politik Melayu adalab
hwbwngan raja dengan rakyat (subiect), Sejalan dengan konsep daulat,
raja dalarn bwdaya Melayu memang dianggap memiliki posisi sangat
dominan serta pemegang inisiatif di kerajaan. Namun, pada saat yang
sama, politik Melayu juga memberi tempat penting bagi rakyat dalam
bangunan kekuasaan kerajaan. Dalam Sejarah Melayu, misalnya,
bubungan raja dengan rakyat diatwr dalam suatw pola yang, dalam
beberapa hal, bisa disebut sebagai satu "mekanisrne kontrak" antara dua
pibak yang saling berkepentingan 
-untuk tidak menyebut sejajar. Kendati
memang sangdt simbolik, teks Sejarah Melal.u menekankan kezuajiban
duapibak, raja dan rakyat, dalam sebwah "perjanjian" untwk, tidak saling
merwsak posisi masing-masing. Pola hubwngan raja-rakyat inilah yang
selanjutnya menjadi dasar keberadaan sebualt kerajaan di dunia Melayw.
Dalam kaitan inilab maka ruacana politik Melayu selanjutnya
rnempe?"kenalkan konsep musyawarah, yang juga diadopsi dari tradisi
politik Iskrn, sebagai satu aturdn dalam sistem prilakw politik raja-raja
Melayw. Konsep musyawarah ini tentu saja harus dilihat sebagai bagian
integral dari pola bwbungan raja-rakyat seperti disinggung di atas.
Musyawarah dalam hal ini dilakwkan guna menjaga tata bubungan ydng
telah dtanggap sebagai landasan eksistensi suatw kerajaan. Dari sini, maka
bisa dikatakan babrua budaya politik Melayu berbeda dengan Jaraa yang
memiliki konsep penyatuan I{awula-Gusa, di mana rakyat sepenuhnya
menjadi bagian milik sang raja dan tidak menempati posisiyangpenting
seperti di dunia Melayu.
Mengamati peruTnusdn konsep-konsep pokok politik dalam teks-teks
Melayu klasik di atas, bisa disimpulkan di sini bahrua kehadiran klam di
dunia Melayu 
-atau tepatnya dalam zuacanapolitik- telab melahirkan
satu proses transformasi idiologis yang sangat efektif. Islam secara pasti
tampi I me ngganti k an idi o lo gi p o litik Hind u- B u db i s s e b agai s wm b er wp ay a
perumusa.n etika dan sistem politik, kerajaan.
D e ngan dem ikian, I s km di dwnin M e lay u m em ang te lab ter liba t s e c ar a
intensif dalam proses alsal pembentwkan keraj aan dan p elembagaan s istem
budaya. Didukung zuatak bwdaya mereka yang bersifat kekotaan (urban-
ism/ yang tumbuh sejalan dengan bwbungan intensif dengan dunia
internasional leuat perdagangan, bangsa Melayu menjadi sedemikian
mudah menerima ajaran Islam, sehingga islamisasi berlangsungbampir
tidak, mengbadapi resistensi budaya lokal yang berarti.
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et me beqin this article with a quotation which reads as follow:
...if tirese people regard themselves for all practical purposes as Muslims,
it is difficult to maintain that scientific reseatch has come to the conclusion
that thel' are not. ...One is inclined to feel that if an Indonesian says he is a
Muslim, it is better to take his rvord for it.'
With regard to the word "Islamic" in the title of this study, "The
Making of the Islamic Political Tradition", it might be significant to
take the above quotation into consideration. In the Malay tradition,
what the people say about themselves seems to support the argument
which is revealed in the sentences quoted. One of the most weii-
known Malay proverbs runs as follows: "to convert to Islam is to
become a Malay". This proverb obviously expresses the feelings of
the Malay people who identify themselves with Islam. Islam is ack-
nowledged as having constituted a significant part of Malay society;
Islam is regarded as the source of its cultural identity. Thus, if what is
conceived of as being Islamic as such is accepted, perhaps there is no
reason to wonder how "Islamic" Malay society is; and there is a solid
validation for taking the sentence quoted as the argument for this
study.
As the title suggests, in this study, the discussion will be directed
towards examining the formation of the political tradition during
the period of its inception: the span of time in which Islam was ftrst
integrated into the politrcs of Malay society, which covers the period
of the first two Islamic states in the Malay Archipelago, Samudra
Pasai and Malacca, from the late thirteenth to the earl)' sixteenth
century. In the Malay political tradition, the period under the discus-
sion has considerable significance. E,specially in the case of Malacca,
the political tradition established in the state has been regarded as the
source of legitimacy for the later development of the Malay political
tradition.2 As regards with the main issues of the sentence quoted
and the Malay proverb, this study will be devoted to investigate the
initial process of the attempts by the Malay people in the making of
political tradition under the Islamic domain.
In this study, therefore, with the title "The making of the lslamic
Political Tradition", the discussion will be directed towards the un-
derstanding of Islam as a cultural basis for the concepts and practices
of politics within the Malay society. As a cultural basis, Islamic influ-
ence is not to be discerned exclusively in the political institution as
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the above-mentioned scholars have suggested. Instead, it has to be
ascertained in the system of meaning in the Malay people which served
as an ideological foundation for the political enterprises.
ln this respect, therefore, the tradjtion 
-it is importanr to empha-size- is not a residue of the past as is usualll' assumed, but a pattern
of cultural paradigm through which the society conceives realities; a
cluster of values and norms on the basis of which the sociery sees and
gives meaning to the political activity. Instead of assuming the tradi-
tion as a series of events which happened in the pasr, this study con-
ceives the tradition as a process of recreating and reproducing what is
believed as to have existed and performed in the past.3 Conceived as
such, the tradition can also be understood as a mental activity or a
mode of thinking vrhich is employed in the attempts to invent and
reconstruct the past realities on the basis of the contemporary argu-
ment.
Thus, the main emphasis of this study is on the practiced Islam as
a cultural substratum of the politrcs; Islam interpreted and performed
as cultural norms and meanings on the basis of which the pohtical
concepts and ptactices worked and operated within the Malay soci-
etv. \ilith regard to this main concern, the term Islamic is employed
in this study to refer to the social and culturai entities which are
associated with Islam and are meaningful for the Muslims. The pre-
Islamic elements which still prevail in the practice of politics are not
to be judged as un-lslamic, nor are they viewed as indicating the mi-
nor impact of Islam on the Malay tradition. On the contrarl , thel
must be regarded as belonging to the tradition within which Islam
serves as a cultural paradigm for their meaningful existence in the
s oclety.
Turning lo rhe Malay proverb menrioned above, what is signifi-
cant to discern is the fact that Islam is regarded as a cultural frame-
work for the identity of Malay society. Islam is acknowledged as
having constituted a foundational basis for the cultural and social
formation of the society. It means that whatever forms Malay society
may take in its social and political arrangement 
-which might comefrom the pre-Islamic tradition- yet the society credits them as being
founded on the Islamic cultural substratum. From this, it follows
thar ro agree with the argument in the sentence which is quoted at
the beginning of this chapter is strongly justified. Finally, it also fol-
Iows that the attempts to ascertain the Islamic contribution to the
formation of the Malay political tradition is historically grounded
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and culturally significant for the understanding the history of Islam
the Malay Archipelago.
Turning to the formation of the political tradition, the indigenous
Malay texts, especially those derived from the historical period un-
der the discussion, are important sources for this study. In this re-
spect, four important Malay texts will be studied and examined: the
Sejarah Melayu, the Hikayat Raja-Raja Pasai, the Hikayat Hang Tuab,
and the Undang-Undang Melaka.s These texts are significant in this
discussion for the reason that they are inextricably entrenched in the
structure of the Malay society in the tvro Islamic states mentioned
during the period of this study. Jhs5e texts are historically imbued
wirhin the society and, therefore. rhey are culrurally meaningFul for
the understanding of the Malay political tradition. Thus theses Malay
texts will be used in this study as evidence of the preoccupation and
categories of the Malay politicai tradition.
\X/hen employing indigenous N{alay texts as the main sources,
however, several considerations of the methodology need to be paid
parricular care. First and foremost, rhis srudy assumes rhar whar is
wrirten in the Malay classical texts mentioned is the perception and
practice of the Malay society towards politics as these really existed
during rhe period under this studl. These texrs communicared rhe
ideas of po[tics which constituted the discourse of the Malay people
on the political power wthin the language system which prevailed
in the period concerned. Conceived as such, in this stud1. these texts
will not be treated as merely a reflection of the historical condition in
a simple mirror-object assumption. Instead, they will be ascertained
as an inherent part the politrcal reality itself, a realitl' that is autono-
mous in character.6
From this perspective, the significance of the texts is therefore not
in the extent the texts can recount the historical conditions reliably,
but in their function in articulating the meaning of politics within
Malay society: the patterns of these rexts express the political experien-
ces, the nature this expression reveals and in turn renders the N{alay
political tradition. Thus, the ideas of po[trcs expressed in the texts
mentioned are politized, and the language the text employs to expr-
ess the political ideas and concepts is structurallv institutionalized
which means that political thought and actions are channeied in cer-
tain direction.T
On the basis of this argument, in this study, instead of reading the
texts as "works of history", whose n rratl,on of past events has to be
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tested on the basis of scientific requirements, the discussion will be
directed towards exploring and tdentrfying the social and political
significance of the texts, whatever the nature of language they em-
ploy in their narration. Thus the fact that the Malay classical texts
mentioned are legendary in their narfation should not be criticized
as being worthless and unreiiable, as some scholars have suggested'o
They should instead be regarded 
^s ^ 
patt of the social and cultural
structure of Malay society vrhich is revealed in the pattern of legen-
dary and mythical explanations. In other words, with regard to this
legendary aspect of the texts, the main concern of this study is an
inquiry into the process of reflection by the Malay sociery of its social
and political realities which were expressed in the language system
provided during the period concerned.
The Formation of Islamic States:
Samudra Pasai and Malacca
The early development of Islam in the Malay Archipelago has
been credited to occur in a very bewildering historical period' This is
especially the case in the attempts to determine the precise date when
and the place where Islam initially came to the atez, and also to de-
tect the country from which Islam in the Malay Archipelago origina-
ted. The scarcity of historical sources avaiiable on this period has
made the scholarly attempts to provide a reliable historical construc-
tion extfemely difficult.e Added to these difficulties is also the fact
that the Malay archipelago has displayed great diversity both in time
and modalities of the presence of Islam at particular points. In certain
areas Islamiz^tion proceeded easily, whereas in other areas it had to
face strong opposition from the local tradition. Lrkewise in some
areas Islam was already established, in others it began to be intro-
duced. This diversity then not only creates divergent articulations of
Islam in the Malay areas, but 2|56 
-21d more importantly- rendersthe impossibility of providing any single and general theory of Islam-
ization.to
in this context, therefore, instead of providing a precise historical
constfuction of the Islamization, an attempt vrill be made to investi-
gate the start of the gradual Process of the acquisition of Islam in the
political tradition in the Malay Archipelago. The discussion will be
directed towards examining the initial process of establishing politi-
cal tradition within which Islam gradually formed a substantial ele-
ment: rhe period when Islam was first integrated in the political
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arrengement in the Malay world.
The historical sources available on the early history of Islam in
the Malay Archipelago have allowed historians to come to the con-
clusion that Samudra Pasai converted to Islam in the late thirteenth
centurl'.rr This is based on evidence supplied b)' the gravestone of
Nlalik al-Salih, the first Muslim ruler of Samudra Pasai, which is dated
1297.12 This opinion is supported by the story provided in the Hikayat
Raja-Raja Pasai, in whrch Malik al-SAhh is described as the first ruler
of the state who converted to Islam. The Hikayal relates that Merah
Silu 
-the previous name of Malik al-Silih- 
q166 had a dream that he
met the Prophet Muhammad who asked him to recite the profession
of the faith (kalimah syahadab). The Prophet then named him Malik
al-SAlih, and from that moment Merah Silu had converted to Islam
with the title sultan.l3
These sources 
-ths gl2v6stone and the story in the Hikayat- of
course do not give any description how the conversion in Samudra
Pasai came about. The story in the Hikayat is very legendary in char-
acter, and it is therefore ver)'difficult to tegard it as a reliable histoti-
cal description of the Islamization. Moreover, crediting the date of
the gravestone as the time of Islamization is not only insufficient, but
to some extent aiso misleading. It is really the case, however, when
we consider Chinese sources which predate the presence of Islam in
Samudra Pasai long before the time on the 
€lravestone. Although frag-
mentarv in nature, the Yuan-Shih does indeed mention that the ruler
of Samudra (Sa-mu-ta-la) had sent two ministers with the very Islamic
names of Husain and Suiaiman, to the Chinese court.14 From this, it
can be assumed that Islamization in Samudra Pasai had already pro-
ceeded gradually before the date on the gravestone. Staying with this
fact, what is significant from the mentioned historicai sources may
also be attained from another persPective. Following the story in the
Hikayat, the fact is that Malik al-SAlih is credited as being the first
ruler of Samudra Pasai. The text describes him as having built a pal-
ace in 
^n ^re^ 
in the northern Part of Sumatra, Samudra, as the center
of the state.15 From this, it is implied that the conversion of the ruler
of Samudra Pasai to Islam in the late thirteenth century coincided
rvith the process of its formation of becoming state. Malik al-Silih
.on-,.r,.J to Islam not long after assuming power in Samudra Pasai,
and transformed and developed it into a Iarge state which reached its
peak in the fourteenth century.
From this perspective, Islamization in Samudra Pasai must be
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viewed in the whole context of its historical development. Islamiza-
tion in this area appeared to have been integrated into the process of
state formation which corresponded with its involvement in trade
development. In the Malay Archipelago , Islzmtzatton, state forma-
tion, and commetcial development were closely interwoven with each
other and constituted a major feature in the historical ptocess of its
religio-cultunI and political formation.i6 Geographical and climatic
conditions had predestined the are^ to engage in the maritime trade
throughout its hisrory. Situated on rhe peripheries of the opposing
$/ind systems of the Indian Ocean and the Chinese Sea, various states
in the Malay Archipelago had acted as intermediaties in the tntra-
regional commercial development.lT In view of the importance of
this commercial aspect, the follorving discussion therefore will focus
on the trade development in the Malay Archipelago which engen-
dered the rise of Samudra Pasai to become an Islamic state.
The thirteenth centurl', the period of the Islamization of Samudra
Pasai, is acknowledged as a turning point in the history of maritime
trade in the Malay Archipelago and South-east Asia at latge. New
patterns of trade, which involved some areas on Sumatra's northern
coast, emerged to replace the old pattern which centered in southern
Sumatra.ls The rise of thrs nev/ trade pattern began with the decline
of the Hindu-Buddhist kingdom, Srivijaya, on the southern coast of
Sumatra. After seizing and holding political and economic power in
the straits of Malacca from the seventh to tenth century, Srivilaya
was then conquered by the Cola Dynasty from Southern India rn the
earll' eleventh century.le The decline of Srivijaya had far-reaching
effects on the development of maritime trade in the Malay Archi-
peiago. The southern coast of Sumatra and the areas along the strait
of Malacca were practically closed for international trading activi-
ties. At the same time, with the rise of the kingdom of Madjapahit in
1293, Java increasingly emerged as a "dominant entreport" of eastern
parts of the archipelago. The products of the eastern areas, especially
spices, which were at that time greatly in demand on the interna-
tional market, then came to the hands of Javanese ruler. Moreover,
the economic policy of Java was concentrated more upon destroying
Srivijaya and holding the straits under its contro1.20
Thrs development then provided Samudra Pasai, located in the
northern coast of Sumatra, with great opportunities to develop as a
new central entreport for international trade networks. Unlike
Srivijaya, Java established a loose hegemony in Sumatra, which was
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then responded to by the emergence of the new entreports in irs
northern parts.21 This situation was reinforced by poritical change in
china, especially with the rise of Yuan and Ming Dynasties in the
thirteenth and fourteenth century respectively. In contrast to the
previous sung and rang Dynasties which closed their entreports to
foreign merchants, these two later chinese dynasties directed their
political and economic policies to be more concerned with, and even
intervening in, Southeast Asian affairs.22 At the same time. Indian
Muslim merchants who dominated the trade network between India
and China also began to gain a foothold in that area.z3
Thus from this period Samudra Pasai became a regular stopping
place on international trading voyages which lured foreign merchants
to visit. The travel account of rome Pires describes the condition of
Samudra Pasai as "becoming prosperous, rich, with many merchants
from different Moorish and I{ing nations, who do a gte^t deal of
trade".2a He then also mentions the presence of Muslim merchant
from other Muslim countries: such as Bengalis, who formed the most
numerous, Turks, Arabs, Persians, and Gujarates.2s This description
is in fact supported by the fact that the northern coast of Sumatra
produced spices, in particular pepper, which were greatly in demand
in Europe and on international markets.26 In the Hikayat Raja-Raja
Pasai tLis is in fact described in the illustration given of Shaikh Isma'il
from Mecca who visited Samudra Pasai to spread Islam. After staying
some time in the state, one day he came to the Sultan to announce his
departure to Mecca. The sultan, the text describes, collected presents
which were chosen from among the main products of the state: such
as camphor, eaglewood, benzoin, cloves, and nutmeg.27
From this wide perspective, it can be argued here that the chang-
ing pattern of trade formed a determining factor in the state forma-
tion and Islamization process of Samudra Pasai. Having been directly
involved in what I(.N. Chaudhuri terms as a "long distance trade,,28
in the Indian ocean, Samudra Pasai experienced an intensive Islam-
izatlon concomitant with its increasing political pov/er and suppressed
other entreports on the northern coast of Sumatra. In this .,long dis-
tance trade", the movement of people must be seen not only in eco-
nomic terms, but also as being part of the cultural and political for-
mation.2e Thus the Muslim merchants who visited Samudra pasai
became important agents for the process of Islamization.3o They had
participated gte^tly in the Islamization which achieved its highest
momentum in the late thirteenth century, coinciding with the eco-
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nomic and political development which resulted in Samudra Pasai
becoming an important state.
As in the case of Samudra Pasai, the provision of a reliable con-
stfuction of early history of Malacca is also hampered by incomplete
and fragmentafy d^ta. In this case, scholars have to encountef enlg-
matic figures to detefmine the frrst three rulers of MaIacca, and also
to ascertain the first of these to be converted to Islam'31
The travel account of Tome Pires in the sixteenth century, to
rvhich most scholars refet in their studies, suggest that Malacca was
established by Parame swara.32 He was a fugitive prince from
palembang who moved to Singapore, possibly because of a Javanese
attack, and ruled the island for five yeafs until he was driven out by
a Siamese fleet. Parameswara then came to Malacca and commenced
building a state, possibly tn 1403, wrth the support from his loyal
followers, the so called Celat, since he had been a prince of Srivijaya
in Palembang.33 From that time Malacca was established and
parameswara ruled the state until he died and was succeeded by his
son, Iskandar Shah.3a
Following Tome Pires, it was during the reign of this second ruler,
Sultan Iskandar Shah, that Malacca emerged as an important state 1n
the Malay Archipelago. Malacca became increasingly atttactive lor
the merchants, either from areas in the Malay Archipelago or foreign
merchants who always had come before to Samudra Pasai, to visit.
At that time, some Muslim Merchants, especially Persians as vrell as
Bengalis and Arabs, moved from Samudra Pasat to Malacca. This is
also supported by the attitude of Iskandar Shah vzho was very h"ppy
to welcome the Muslim merchants. He provided them with facilities
both for economic and religious activities.35 still following Tome
pires, Iskandar Shah himself then converted to Islam when he was
sevenry-two years old on the advice of the ruler of Samudra Pasai and
ulamas, mollah, who had settled there during his reign'r6
As in the case in samudra Pasai, the travel account of Tome Pires
is of course not sufficient to provide a reliable constfucti.on of the
early hf51e1t of Malacca. Especially i.n reference to the determinaflon
of the first three rulers of Malacca, the Seiarah Melayw, for example,
relates that Iskandar Shah is the first ruler of Malacca.3l \(/instedt,
mor.eover, assumes that Iskandar Shah and Parameswara is the same
person. He argues that Iskandar Shah is the Muslim name of
Pur"-.r*rra after he had converted to Islam' "As a Muslim he took
the Pasai style of Megat Iskandar Shah, a change that confused chi-
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nese and Portuguese into mistaking him for two persons,,.38
\7ith due rcgard to the differences, what is significant to empha-
size here is the fact that Malacca drsplayed the same pattern as Samudra
Pasai, that Islamization proceeded in the rine with state formation
and commercial developmenr. Based on all the information adduced
above, it can be assumed that during the period of its conversion to
Islam Malacca was in the crucial phase of its state formation. In this
period, political consolidation became the overriding concern of the
rulers. They attempted to provide trade enterpli5s5 
-2s the primarysources of the state development- with some safety guarantees. In
this light, therefore, conversion of the Malaccan rurers to Islam be-
came poiitically significant, in particular in keeping foreign Muslim
merchants being attracted to maintain trade transactions in the state.
As will be apparent in the explanation which follows, in Maracca,
as in Samudra Pasai, it was its engagement in the rong distance trade
in the Indian ocean which resulted in Malacca becoming a leading
Islamic state during the fifteenth century. To ascertain how this pro-
cess came about, it is important therefofe to pay attention to the
maritime trade which developed in the Malay Archipelago during
the period concerned.
As in Samudra Pasai, even more in the case of Malacca, it was
Chinese economic development which was responsibre for the estab-
lishment of Malacca as an international, trading centre. The economic
policy of the Ming Dynasty which emphasized trade overseas, with
the re-establishment of the Bureau of Maritime Trade, had consider-
able impact on the flourishing trade in the areas in the north of
Sumatra and then the straits of Malacca. In the rise of the Malaccan
state, moreover, this chinese involvement had a direct impact, espe-
cially on empowering Parameswara to build his power and authority
and to rule the state from its inception. carefully examining chinese
sources from the fifteenth century, lrang Gungwu comes to the con-
clusion that china was responsible for bringing Maracca under the
emperor's protection.3e
For the chinese court, the relationship with Malacca was advanta-
geous not only in the political aspect, namely that it would enhance
its power authoriry, but also in its economic development. The Chi-
nese court at th^t time was searching for a convenient trading centre
and a safe route to India free from any disturbance from piracy which
was then becoming well-entrenched on the Chinese coasts.ao Con_
verseiy for Malacca, relationship with china was politically signifi-
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cant, especially to counterbalance the increasing power of the Siamese
in Ayutha, which was regafded as constituting a threat to the establish-
ment of Malacca. In addition, it was economically also more 
^dYanta-
geous, that the tribute to china was fetufned by gifts and marks of
ho.ro, but nothing was gained in return for the tribute to Siamese.al
on the basis of this mutually advantageous relationship, therefore,
the Chinese Ming court sent missions to Malacca, as well as othef trad-
ing centres rn India and Southeast Asia. Chinese records from the fif-
teenth century approve that the Ming emperof sent the eunuch Yin
Ch'ing in 1403 and then the eunuch Cheng Ho in 1'407 to Malacca to
bring presents for the ruler, and they also brought the ruler and his
wife and son with them to the chinese couft.42 The coming of this
mission not only announced the existence of the Malaccan state, mofe
importantly it also assured, to a certain degree, the security and stabili-
ty of Malac ca as a growing international trading state.aj
Added to this advantage, the chinese expeditions to overseas trad-
ing centres were purely economic in purpose, not like the Europeans
who were easily tempted to conquer. In the context of Malacca, there-
fore, China made great contfibutions not only to the establishment of
Malacca as an international trading centfe, but also to the process of
becoming 
^ 
st^te. China had laid down the basic requirements for its
later development as the most important state in fifteenth century Malay
Archipelago.aa Thus in 1.435, when the chinese Ming court abandoned
its expansionist economic policy, Malacca by that time was aheady
.rpubi. of maintaining itself i.ndependently of Chinese protection.4s
It was in this p.oJ.r, of becoming independent th;t the conver-
sion of the Malaccan rulers to Islam took place. Malacca at that time
was in the process of consolidating its political power. \rith china's
withdrawal from active participation in Southeast Asian affans, Ma-
Iacca had to forge a new relationshi.p v'ith other trading entfePofts in
the Malay Archipelago. In this situation, Malacca attempted to at-
tract the Muslim merchants who had previously concentrated their
economic activities in Samudra Pasai. As appeared in the previous
section, this area had been visited by Muslim merchants from many
other Muslim countries. Samudra Pasai was very important for the
commercial development of Malacca, because it functioned as a col-
lection centre for Sumatran goods. Pires, for instance, states that in
Samudra Pasai all the merchandise front all the islands \I/efe gath-
ered.46 In addition, the importance of Samudra Pasai was also due to
the fact that the area had appeared as a market place for Javanese
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spices in the fourteenth century. Malacca attempted to lure Javanese
traders to shift their spice trade from Samudra Pasai to Malacca.aT
From this perspective, the conversion of the Malaccan rulers to
Islam occurted concomitantly with thetr economic and political strat-
egies to build the power and authoriry of the state after China's with-
drawal. By accepting Isiam the ruler would gain political prestige and
economic growth would be set in train by the Muslim merchants in
Malacca, which in tutn created the foundation for the empowerment
of the state. Conyersion to Islam was an effective mearis of self-protec-
tion resorted to by the Malaccan rulers to guard itself from interna-
tional isolation after Chinz's disinvolvement in the Malay Archi-
pelago.as
As will be apparent in the following section of the discussion, the
Malaccan rulers did indeed succeed in building the state into a lead-
ing international entreport and at the same time as a centre for Is-
lamic learning in the fifteenth-century Malay Archipelago. As
Samudra Pasai had done in the previous century, Mal.acca experi-
enced intensive Islamization after the coming of the Muslim mer-
chants to the state. They constituted a leading social class which made
a contribution both to the process of Islamization and the economic
development of the Malaccan state.
The Claim to Genealogy:
Building a Legitimate Power
From what has been explained in the foregoing discussion it can
be seen that the process of Islamization in the Malay Archipelago
proceeded in the same lines as the political development. This pro-
cess is revealed as such in the state formation of Samudra Pasai and
Malacca, where Isiam made a considerable contribution at the very
crucial phase of their process of becoming states. Both these two states
converted to Islam during the period when their rulers attempted to
gain legitimate authority to rule the states. The rulers at that time
had to deal with the changing conditions in the societies both in
social and political affaks and also the religious beltef.
In the Malay Archipelago, the rulers claimed that they descended
from Raja Iskandar Zulkarnaen (Alexander the Great), a ruler with
great significance in the history of the world. Many Malay classical
texts, especially those belonging to the court literary genre, demon-
strate the genealogy of Malay rulers going back to Raia Iskandar
Zulkarnaen.
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The story of Iskandar Zulkarnaen is preserved in a Malay text
named after him, Hikayat Iskandar Zulkarnaen ae In this text he is
described as 
^ 
gre t Muslim ruler who held political power from the
West to the East; he conducted his power authority on the basis of
Islamic principles; he also made great contributions to the Islamization
in every area in the world he conquered. The text narrates both his
political and religious journeys in such a w^y as to demonstt^te that
Raja Iskandar Zulkarnaen is a glorious Muslim ruler who had been
guided by God. During his lifetime he was always accompanied by
his best friend and also his religious adviser, the Prophet I{hidir. In
short, Raja Iskandar Zulkarnaen is portrayed in the text as the great-
est Muslim ruler who was endowed with sacred attributes.s0
In the MaIay Archipelago, this text was in fact very highly appre-
ciated. Some parts of the story of this Muslim ruler are incorporated
into some Malay classical texts. More importantly, the Malay texts
describe Iskandar placing the emphasis on his glorious and successful
aspects both in politics and religion.st The Sejarah Melayu is one of
those which contain the story of Iskandar in a very great detail. The
first part of the text is devoted to relating the story with such impor-
tance that there is a tendency to regard it as "the Iskandar episode".s2
Moreover, rvhat is significant in the Sejarab Melayu is the fact that
the text relates the story of Iskandar as the origin of the Malay rulers'
genealogy in more detail than that provided in other Malay texts. In
the Misa Melayu and the Hikayat Atjeh, for instances, Iskandar
Zulkarnaen is mentioned in only one sentence.s3 The Sejarab Melayu,
in contrast, begins with a description of Iskandar Zulkatnaen's iour-
ney to India. He traveled to this country to persuade ICda Hindi, the
ruler whose kingdom held sway over half of all India, to convert to
Islam. Having succeeded in his mission, he then married the daugh-
ter of the ruler, Shahrul Bariyah, and had children vrho came to the
throne after the ruler I(ida Hindi died.s4 It is from this marciage that
the genealogical lineage of the Malay rulers originates. The ruler
Nushirawan, one of his children, is claimed in the Sejarah to be a
descendant through whom the genealogy goes back to Iskandar
Zulkarnaen. The text relates as follows:
"... Not from the bteed of genies (iin) or fairies ate we. We are descended
from Raja Iskandat Dzulkarnaen; of the lineage of Raia Nushirawan, Lotd of
the East and the $7est, ate we. Our line sptings from Raja Sulaiman (upon him
be peace): one of us is called Bichtitam, one Paludatani, and one Nilatanam".5s
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Concerning the story of Iskandar, in the context of this study, the
questions whrch might best be addressed are as follows: how did the
Malay rulers come to claim Raja Iskandar Zulkarnaen as their ances-
tor? From where did the story of Iskandar enter the Malay tradition?
These questions are of specific importance because the story of
Iskandar does not belong exclusively to the Islamic tradition. The
origin of this story goes back to the Greek tradition, and the Pseudo
Callisthenes, a classical Greek texts v/ritten in 200 BC, has been credited
so far as the source of the story of Iskandar.s6 In the Western traditi-
on this story has enjoyed enormous popularity, and the Pseudo
Callisthenes has also been translated into many Western languages.
He is described as the greatest ruler of Macedonian-Greek descent
who was responsible for the fact that Greek culture and tradition,
the Hellenism, gained supremacy over the world'57
In the Muslim world, the story of Iskandar has aiso enioyed great
popularity. It has been widely celebrated in many Muslim countries,
especraliy Arabia and Persia.58 In Persia, this popularity is revealed
by the fact thar rhe shahnamah Ay Firdawsi 
-the most distinctivePerso-Islamic literary w'ork- described Iskandar as the founder of
the throne of Iran.se More importantly, the name Iskandar is cited in
the Qur'an (sura 18: 83-98), and is described as the epitome of a Mus-
lim ruler.60
Turning to the Malay Hikayat Iskandar Zulkarnaen, it can be said
that this text might be derived from the story of Iskandar established
in the Muslim tradition, most likely from the Perso-Arabic tradition.
This is based on the fact that the description of Iskandar provided in
the Malay text stfongly displays close resemblance to that established
in the Perso-Arabic tradition. Besides, of course, it was also inspired
by the story recounted in the Qur'an.61
In the context of the Malay politrcal tradition, I would argue that
the significance of the story of Iskandar lies in the fact that it laid
down the basis for the establishment of Malay royalty. The genealo-
gies in the Malay political ttadition have been preserved as part of
the regalia of the Malay rulers.62 During the period under discussion,
the issues of the Malay royalty were in fact of considerable impor-
tance for the Malay rulers. Both in Samudra Pasai and Malacca the
consolidation of the political power became the main concern of their
rulers. In this fespect, the figure of Raia Iskandar Zulkarnaen fitted
the rulers' political attempts. The story enabled the rulers to build an
heroic image which was needed as a means of establishiflg the politi-
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cal power which was centred in the sacred and omnipotent rulers.
This functioned to invest the royal figure with the religious types.63
The story of Iskandar indeed emphasizes the supernatural character
of this Muslim figure. These characters are described in such a way to
the extent that it constituted the religious basis for the building of the
Malay political royaky.
In the Malay Archipelago, the heroic image in fact formed one
important feature in the political and \iterary tradition.6a To men-
tion but a few examples, the Hikayat Amir Hamzah and the Hikayat
Muhammad Hanafiyalt emerged as counterparts of the story of
Iskandar.65 In a comparison with the Hikayat Iskandar, these two
texts mentioned also demonstrate Muslim heroes \r/ith attributes
which parallel with those of the story of Iskandar. Amir Hamzah is
depicted in the text as a wandering warrior iong before the time of
the Prophet Muhammad.66 The same is also true with the Hikayat
Mubammad Hanafi.yab. This text is purported to magnifi' the martyr-
dom of Hasan and Husain, the sons of the Caliph Ali, in the battle of
Karbala against the Umayyad Dynasty, in this case the ruler Yazid
ibn Abi Sufi'an.6t To put it in other words, the heroic story of Iskandar
and those contained in the two texts mentioned have provided the
Malay rulers with strong a foundation for the establishment of the
Malay royalty and ultimately for a political ideology. Turning to the
characteristics of the stories in the texts, it can be argued here that
Islam was referred to as an important source of the texts. It follows
that the attempts of the Malay rulers to build their political power
occurred within the framework of Islam.
Given to this fact, the claim of the Malay ruler to be descended
from Iskandar and the wide celebration of the story in the Malay
literary tradition can be identified as a political response of the rulers
to a situation in which Islam was ever increasingly gaining position
in the MaIay society.6s The genealogy was created to justify their
political authority over the subjects. By associating the rulers rvith
the descendants of Raja Iskandar Zulkarnaen, the claim to this gene-
alogy announced the credentials of the rulers as the leaders and pro-
tectors to rule their subjects on the basis of the legitimate authority.
From this point of view, the importance of the figure Iskandar in
the Malay rulers' genealogy has to be seen as a political attempt of
the rulers to trace their origin and to ascribe it to this glorious Mus-
lim figure. This is a form of political myth which cannot be historically
testified. This story should be understood as a consequence of the
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need to give the myth of their origin in the formulation of Islamic
terms, so that it is fit to be carried over into the new Islamized environ-
ment.6e In this respect, therefore, the incorporation of the figure
Iskandar in the Malay political tradition can be defined 
-in the wordsof JJ. Ras- "as chatacteristics of the Malay conception of the way in
which a royal dynasty comes into being".7o As the main element of
the regalia of the Md.ay rulers, the genealogy served the rulers with
the claim to the royahy which functioned as an ideology to iustify
their political power. Ultimately, the claim to their genealogy by the
Malay rulers confirms the nature of the Islamization which proceeded
alongside the political strategies employed by the ruiers to build
their political power in the state.
Staying with this fact, in the genealogy a connection to the pre-
Islamic political tradition established in the Malay area also became a
significant factor to maintain. However much Islam constituted im-
portant facet in the Malay society during this period, there was and
always is ample room for the continuity of pre-Islamic elements.
Moreover, in the context of politics, the connection to the pre-Is-
lamic tradition was extremely vital for the tulers' capability for as-
suring the subjects that they assumed to the political pov/er on the
basis of a legitimate authority. In this respect, what BJ.O. Schrieke
said in the case of Java, "the transference of lustrous principle of royal
authority",71 is relevant to explain the political condition in the Malay
Archipelago. As in Java, the Malay Islamic states which emerged in
this period had to deal with the ideological justification from the pre-
Islamic royal authority. Bearing this justification in mind, the geneal-
ogy served a significant indicator to show that the new states were
the perpetuators of the older existing order. In the Mataram Islamic
state, again as mentioned by Schrieke, the imperial crown of
Madjapahit was worn by the Mataram rulers as the proof of their
claim to the continuity of their royal authority.l2
In the Malay Archipelago, particularly in this case the Malaccan
state, this argument becomes even sounder considering the fact that
the founder of the state, as can be seen in the previous explanation,
was a Palembang prince who was descended from the royal family of
Srivifaya. Thus the Malaccan rulers were the direct inheritors of the
royal authoriry of the Srivijaya.T3 Added to this fact, it is worth men-
tioning here that during the process of state consolidation, besides
the Muslim communities established in Malacca, the MaIay people
who had not converted to Islam also constituted another major impor-
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tant social and political community. This was especially true with
the loyal followers of Paramesw^ra, the so-called Celats, who sup-
ported hrm in building the Malaccan state. They ultrmately asked the
ruler to fulfill his promises and to teward them with some gift of
honor.Ta In contrast to the Muslims, moreover, this Malay people
had stitl a kin relationships with their ancient power holder in Srivi-
l^y^.
Giving this condition its due weight, therefore, the efforts of the
Malaccan rulers to establish the power authority had to take into
account other considerations besides Islam. In this context, it was the
unbroken Malay sovereignty from the time of Sriviiaya vzhich must
be proved b1' the rulers to secure their political authority from an
ideological query of this group of Malay people. The Malaccan rulers
had to demonstrate that they were legitimate MaIay sovereigns who
had the rights to rule their subjects, not only the Muslims but also
the non-Muslim people.
The quest of Malaccan rulers for the power authority is obviously
expressed in the Sejarab Melayu. As far as the text is concerned, it can
be seen that the rulers attempted to gain political supports from both
communities. It is especially the case in the claim to genealogy. The
Sejarah demonstrates the genealogy in the pattern which is extremely
reminiscent of the Hindu-Buddhist political tradition established in
Srivijaya. Raia Iskandar Zulkarnaen is stressed as the origin of the
Malay rulers with the emphasis on the paramount position of Bukit
Siguntang Mahameru, a sacred place in the Hindu-Buddhist mythol-
ogy, which was located near Srivijaya.
The text starts by demonstrating this genealogy with an illustra-
tion of a muacle experience of two widows, \JVan Empok and \X/an
Malini, who met the three youths coming down from heaven in the
arca ol Bukit Siguntang Mahameru, in Palembang. It happened, the
text describes, that one night they saw from their house a glow as of
a fire on the Bukit Siguntang. When the day dawned, they arose from
their sleep and suddenly saw that the padi they had planted in the
area had "golden grain, leaves of silver and stems of gold alloy".75 It
was on this land, Bukit Siguntang, that Wan Empok and \Van Malini
met the descendants of Raja Iskandar Zulkarnaen. They are described
as the three beautiful youths coming down from heaven.
And on this land that had been tutned into gold Wan Empok and Wan
Malini beheld thtee youths of gteat beauty. A11 three of then wete adotned like
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kings and wore crowns studded with ptecious stones, and they tode upon white
elephants. Wan Empok and Wan Malini rvere lost rn wondet and utterly 
^m 
zed
at the sight of these youths who were so handsome, bore themselves with such
grace and were so brillianrly adorned.-'
The above description gives the strong impression that the Hindu-
Buddhist elements are extremely prominent in the genealogy. The
attempt to emphasize the importance of Bukit Siguntang Mahameru,
Palembang's hill, is an important aspect in the association with the
Hindu-Buddhist Srivijaya. In the pre-Islamic history of the Malay
Archipelago, Srivijaya is recognized as an exemplary Hindu-Buddhist
state, especially famed for its Mahayana-Buddhist schoo1.77 Thrs state
was even well known as the ceritre for Buddhist learning. Chinese
records mentions that in the seventh century there were more than a
thousand Buddhist priests who studied in Srivijay^, 
^nd they per-formed ritual ceremonies which were identical to those in India.78
In the Hindu-Buddhist political tradition, Bukit Siguntang
Mahameru is indeed recognized as a sacred place. It contains a sym-
bolic meaning of the existence of ruler as a divine king. In this tradi-
tion, Bukit Siguntang Mahameru is conceived as the centre of uni-
verse, the cosmic mountain, and the king is identified with the axis of
the world. This means that the king is the reincarnation of the deities
and representative of God in the v/orld, as he is described sitting on
the throne which symbolizes the mount Mahameru.Te
The importance of Bukit Siguntang Mahameru, alongside Raja
Iskandar Zulkarnaen, in the genealogy presented in the Sejarah there-
fore must be viewed as an attempt by the Malay rulers to associate
their authority with the Hindu-Buddhist Srivijaya in Palembang. One
other, or even more, convincing reason to assume this association is
also the fact that the presence of the descendants of Iskandar
Zulkarnean in Bukit Siguntang Mahameru is glorified with a glow
shining like a fire on the top of the hill, and the turning of the land
into gold. This is reminiscent of the brilliant rays which are attrlb-
uted to the Bodhisattva Avolocitiswara, known in Southeast Asia as
Lokesvara. In the Mahayana-Buddhist tradition, this Bodhisattva is a
symbol of "the Lord of the World", whose rays beamed from the
iowest hill to light up to Jetavana, and they also turned the whole
city of Sarasvasti in north India into go1d.80
Up to this point, it is quite obvious that the Malay rulers' geneal-
ogy includes not only the Islamic elements, as presented in figure
Iskandar Zulkarnaen, but also the Hindu-Buddhist elements. The
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inclusion of pre-Islamic elements in the genealogy is of course very
significant as a political ideology of the rulers. As stated previously,
the Malaccan rulers had to deal with the subiects not only from the
Muslim communities, but also the non-Muslim Malay people who
were connected through ties of kinship to the royal authority of
Hindu-Buddhist Sriviiaya. In fact it is true the Malay society was
famtliar wrth the sacred position of Bukit Siguntang Mahameru, both
in their political ideology and religious belief.81 Thus the recogni-
tion of the Malay people that the princes were descendants of Iskandar
Zulkarnaen was dependent on the association with Bukit Siguntang
Mahameru. The Sejarah impressively describes hovr the Malay soci-
ety recognized the princes in the manner which was very much asso-
ciated with Siguntang Mahameru. The text relates as follows:
Now when the Raia of Palembang, whose name was Demang Lebat Daun,
had heard the stoty of ho.v wan Empok and wan Malini had met the Pflnces
rvho had come down from heaven, he went to the house of Wan Empok and
Wan Malini to see the princes, whom he then took back with him to the city.
And it was then noised ovet the whole countty that the descendants of Raja
Iskandar Ztlkarnaen were now in Palembang, having come down from Bukit
Siguntang Mahametu. Theteupon every ruler from evety part of the country
came to pay his tespects to them.82
The sounder exposition of this genealogy is expressed in the
Hikayat Hang Tuah. This text narrates the genealogy in a more ex-
piicit mannet th^n does the Sejarab, in that it demonstrates the prlnces
coming down from heaven as having been sent by God to Bukit
Siguntang. "Thus it was heard throughout all the country (negeri)",
so the text relates , "that in Bukit Siguntang there was now a raja
brought down by Allah Subhanahu Wata'ala from heaven".83
This quotation seems to suggest that the Hikayat Hang Twah
strengthens the exposition of the genealogy provided in the Sejarah
Melayu. The Islamic element, which is symbolized by the figure Iskan-
dar in the Sejarah, is exptessed in the statement which signifies the
importance of Islam in the Malay tradition. Referring to this fact, S.
Erri.ngton therefore suggests that in this Hikayat, patticularly in the
statements quoted above, Islam functions as the source and locus of
meaning in the MaIay world.84
Finally, it can be concluded that the genealogy of the Malay rul-
efs demonstrates the pfocess of the searching for ideology of the rul-
ers in the changing conditions of the society. Under this conditions,
the transition from Hindu-Buddhist culture to Islam constituted the
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main elements of political ideology. Carefully examining the last-
mentioned quotation, it is clear that both pre-Islamic and Islamic
notions constituted the primary ingredients of the MaIay political
discourse. The appearance of Raja Iskandar Zu\karnaen in the gene-
alogy and the central position of Palembang, in particular Bukit Sigunt-
ang Mahameru, in the presentation of the genealogy in the Malay
classical texts are deeply structured in the historical condition of the
Malay Archipelago during the period concerned.
In this perspective, it is safe to assume that the genealogy \i/as repro-
duced as a source of legitimacy of the rulers' political authority on
the basis of religious tradition, 61 
-i11 the opinion of I(halid-Taib-
religion-based legends which were preserved in the society.s5 From
this, it follows that the genealogy functioned as a political ideology
to justify the rulers' assumption of power. The rulers functioned, in
the establishment of rcyal authority, as cosmic reproducers on be-
half of the entire society, and ultimately on the basis of the whole
socio-political and cultural condition.
One very important aspect to stress here is the fact that the gene-
alogy of the Malay rulers produces the very strong impression of the
attempt to establish the omnipotent and sacred ruler. The adoption
of Iskandar Zulkarnean is an indication of the rulers' seeking to build
an image of super human being as a symbol of the rulers' political
power over the subiects. In this context, it is vrorth mentioning that
the royal genealogy of the Ma\ay rulers basically represents the en-
counter between Islam and the Hindu-Buddhist political tradition
which emphasizes the divrne or even God-rulers. As explained above,
the image that the ruler is "sacred" and "reincarnation of the deities"
is closely attached to the pre-Islamic political tradition. In the discus-
sion which follows, therefore, attemPts will be made to investigate
the concept of rulership in the wake of Islam being incorporated in
the political arrangement of the MaIay rulers.
Dawlatz Formulating the Concept of Authority
The Islamic influence on the Malay politrcal tradition has in fact
provided the politrcs with new concepts derived from Muslim lan-
guage.86 In the concept of authority, instead of regarding the rulers as
reincarnations of the deities, the Malay society has employed daulat
as a political concept to denote the power authority of the rulers. In
the Isiamic political tradition, daulat has been used as to indicate the
power of the state. Derived from the Arabic language, d-ru-L, with the
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root meaning "to turn, to alternate", the term daulat has evolved as
an Islamic political concept to signify the power of a dynasty and
ultimately a state.87
In the Malay political tradition, the term daulat has also been
employed to denote the power of state, with of course containing
Iocal elements attached to the use of the term. Daulat in the Malay
tradition basically means "the divine elements in kingship".88 It re-
fers to the elements of poiitics which are supernatural in character,
and in consequence are associated to the sacred sovereignty of the
rulers. The term daulat was introduced into the political tradition in
the Malay Archrpelago to give new meaning to the concept of andeka
of the eadier Buddhist kings 
-"a 
word that meant the ghostly forces
that lived around sovereign and smote with evil any reckless person
who blasphemed their majesty".8e Thus, the dawlat is an Islamic poli-
tical concept which was injected into and, to any important extent,
took the place of the previous Hindu-Buddhist political conception
in the Malay Archipelago. In this respect, one matter which raises
very significant questions is to what extent daulat, as a concept of
authority, made a contribution, or more precisely, made innovations,
in the Malay political tradition. To answer this question, it is impor-
tant therefore to investigate the practical aspects of the concept; the
conditions within vrhich daulat structurally operated and historically
functioned as a political concept in the historical period concerned.
Close examination on the Malay texts convincrngly suggests that
daulat was notably rendered as a supplicaiton (do'a): an expression of
praying for the newly enthroned ruler in the state.e0 Daukt vzas cited
as a blessing with the expectation that the new ruler will seize the
throne (tabta) and rule the subjects in the state under guidance of
God The Almighty. This blessing runs, Daulat tuanku, "O King, Iive
for evef".e1
That dawlat is conceived as such is cleady expressed in the Hikayat
Raja-Raja Pasai. The text describes the use of the term daulat at the
coronation of Sultan Malik al-Silih who converted to Islam, as the
ruler of Samudra Pasai. The citation of daulat in the Hikayat takes
place during the political ceremony which was held to pay homage
to and to call for God's blessing on the newly enthroned ruler who
just converted to Islam. The text relates as follows:
The court heralds stood by to clasp hands in prayer, and each of the offic-
ers of the state attended to his duty. The installation drum was beaten and the
band begun to play tunes. A royal salute was fited. Then the whole company of
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chiefs and people did homage, saying as they bowed in obeisance, Daukt dirgabayu
Sbab Akm zill AilAh fi al''Alam, "o King, Lotd of the Realm, God's Shadow on
Earth, may you live for ever".ez
Concerning the condition in which dawlat is used as a supplica-
tion, as clearly articulated in the above quotation, it can be assumed
here that the term daulat has a powerful meaning for the existence of
political authority. The tvro quotations demonstrate the condition
that dawlat is summoned to signify the approval and endorsement of
court dignitaries of the new enthroned ruler. It follows that the term
is cited to justify the rulers' political authori.ty, and to assure that the
rulers are legitimated to rule the subiects . Daulat provides the rulers
with the claim that they possess credentials to hold authority afld to
execute the political pov/er in the states.e3 At this point, the daulat is
a fotm of expression or language medium to articulate this very es-
sential political endorsement. This is of course very effective because
the dawlat enunciates the religious asPect of politics which functions
to magnify the position of the rulers. The rulers therefore have reli-
gious sanction to exercise their power authority.
The magnification of the rulers' political pov/er in the concept of
daulat is proved by the fact that the term is used in coniunction with
the royal Islamic tiie, zll Alhb fr al-'ilam, "God's Shadow on Earth".
This honorific title, together with titles khaltfuh (caliph) and Sultin
which have evolved in the Islamic political tradition, clearly matk a
claim to divine right by the rulers, that their po\iler authority is de-
rived from God.ea The adoption of these royal Islamic titles by the
Malay rulers certainly had a significant impact on the Po$/er estab-
lishment. These titles dignified the rulers with drvine attributes, credit-
ed them as having religious legitimacy to rule their subjects, endowed
them with many rights and privileges, placing them above the socie-
From this perspective, dawlat therefore cannot be sufficiently in-
terpreted by such words as "sovereign" or "power". It is the divine
quality which is inherent in the rulers of the Malay world.e6 As to a
divine quality, the concept of daulat regards the rulers as having a
sort of "divinely-endowed power or gift" which enabled them to ex-
ercise political power over the subjects.eT At this point, dawlat can-
not be regarded only as a political term to indicate or articulate cer-
tain political authority. Rather, considering the way in which and
the conditions under which it is used, daulat must be conceived as
the politics itself. It is in dawlat the power exists, and by daulat the
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rulers hold legitimate authority to rule the subjects in the states.
In the Hikayat Hang Tuab, this concept of daulat is expressed in
the illustration about Hang Jebat who was in conflict with Laksamana
Hang Tuah. Accusing Hang Jebat of committing treason (durhaka),
Laksamana then intended to kill Hang Jebat. The text then relates as
follows:
Aftet Hang Jebat made this tequest, Hang Jebat thought in his heatt, "If I
fight with Laksamana alone in the palace here, if I die, there will be no lives
taken, and my name will not be famous. If that is the way it is, it would be well
for me to get down and amuck, so that my victims will be numetous." And then
it pleased Alldh Ta'AlA to close Hang Jebat's heatt ftom burning the palace. If he
butned it, negeti Malaka would be totally destroyed, and Hang Jebat would not
be killed by Laksamana. It rvas the daulat of the Malaccan Sultan.e8
It is implied, in this quotation, that daulat is ascribed to the divine
authority of the Malaccan rulers. The will of Allah to stoP Hang
Jebat from burning the palace of Malacca is then accompanied by the
expression that it was the dawlat of the Malaccan rulers. It follows
that the text equates the will of Allah and the daulat of the rulers, and
emphasizes them as having preserved the Malaccan state from any
destruction. Both the will of Allah and the daulat of the rulers ulti-
mately protected the existence of power authority of the rulers.
Furthermore, the quotation above d.early reYeals the nature of
the Islamic impregnation of the political tradition in the Malay world.
Islamization indeed did not eradicate the Malay idea of a divine ruler
derived from the Hindu-Buddhist political tradition. In the case of
the concept of dawlat, Islam served a ne'ii/ meaning for the perpetua-
tion, in its outward 
^ppea:ance 
at least, of the past divine concept of
ruIer. Daulaf is an Islamic political concept in the very real sense
which has been encapsulated in the line of MaIay political ideas in
which the central position of the rcler (raja) is strongly emphasized.
Islamization, in this particular context of politics, proceeded in the
terms of the "kerajaan system" which maintained the sacred and ulti-
mate position of the raja.ee Thus the idea of kerajaan 
-which is inter-preted as "the condition of having raja"100 
- 
and the idea of Islam are
completely merged in the concept of daulat.
Based on this argument, it can easily be ascertained that daukt has
evolved as an important political concept in the Malay wodd. Daulat
was established on the dual foundation of both Islamic ideas and the
Hindu-Buddhist tradition. One very important aspect to note here is
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the fact that daulat is articulated in the same pattern of the Hindu-
Buddhist andeka. Both of them have a celestial function to prorect
the existing rulers' political power on the basis of religious sanction.
The difference lies in the fact that in the daukt it is Islam 
-not Hindu-Buddhism- which forms the religious basis for its effectiveness as
the concept of authority.
Being conceptualized as a divine quality of the rulers, daukt therc-
fore cannot be conceived as an external attributes assigned to the
rulers' political power. Like the concept of andeka from Hindu-Bud-
dhism, daulat is an inherent segment of the power itself which is
embodied in the making the rulers having sacred attributes. The quota-
tion mentioned from the Hikayat Hang Tuah sttongly supports the
argument that the daulat is the existence of the rulers' political au-
thority itself. One other convincing reason for this assumption is the
fact that the concept of daulat in the Malay political tradition is jux-
taposed with the term durhaka. Derived from the Sanskrit word,, droha-
ka (treason), durhaka has been used with a specific political meaning
to indicate disloyalry to the lawful authority or rhe state.101 The term
durhaka in the Malay tradition has evolved as a political concepr ro
signify the state of being against the legitimate and established politi-
cal authority, daulat.lo2
In the Sejarab Melayu, the concept of dwrhaka is exhibited, to take
one example, in an illustration of Bendahara Sri Maharaia. The text
describes the Bendahat^ as having attempted to dethrone Sultan
Mahmud from his power seat in the Malaccan state. Having commit-
ted dwrhaka, the Bendahara w^s then killed at the command of Sultan
Mahmud. The text relates as follows:
Raja Mendaliar then rvent in and presenting himself befote the Laksamana
sought his acceptance of all he had brought, saying, "I come into your presence,
sir, because I have a duty to perform. It is necessary to inform His Highness the
Rulet, so that I may not be accused of complicity with him that is set over me,
that it has come to my knowledge that Bendahata Sri Mahataja intends to do a
durhaka (teason), and he has hzd a royal thtone made for himself, his purpose
being to make himself Raja here in Malaka". ...Sultan Shah sent a teady ear ro
the Laksamana's story because he had long hatbored malice against Bendahara
Sri Mahataja over his daughtet: and he accordingly otdeted Tun Sura Dirajo, and
Tun Indra Segata to put Bendahata Sti Maharaja to death.103
The most striking exposition of the concept of durhaka in the
Malay political tradition is the story of Hang Jebat's treason in the
Hikayat Hang Twab. Hang Jebat in the text is descriL,ed as an envious
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couftief who succeeded in pefsuading the ruler to put Laksamana
Hang Tuah, the model of a )'oyal courtier of Malacca, to death' Hang
Jebat then was appointed in Hang Tuah's place becoming Laksama-
na (Police ChieQ.10a As an envious court official, following his ap-
pointment Hang Jebat then behaved evilly. He is described in the
text as having lost all his sense of propriety and etiquette not only
towards all his colleagues at the Malaccan couft, but also 
-and whatis politically mofe sefiou5 
- 
1ev/21ds the ruler. He acted as a royal
prince; he was not. resPectful and subservient to the Raia and the
Bendahara. Several attempts were made by the Raja and his officials
to remind Hang Jebat of his improper manners, but all were in vatn
until eventually the Raja realized that he misplaced his trust in Hang
Jebat at the expense of Hang Tuah whom he had betrayed' The Raia
then asked the Bendahara for help to rescue him from the menace of
Hang Jebat. The Bendahan then "produced" Hang Tuah 'vhom he
had hidden rather than having had him executed, and upon the Raia's
fequest Hang Tuah ultimately succeeded putting a stop to Hang Jebat's
evil behavior and putting him to death in his arms.los
Indeed there have been many studies and interpretations from
different pefspectives concefning the story of Hang Jebat's treason
(dwrbaka) in the Hikayat Hang Tuab.t06 In this particular context,
however, the discussion will be directed towafds analyzing the sig-
nificance of Hang Jebat's durhaka within the framework of Malay
political culture, in particular the concept of daulat and dwrhaka.
concerning the story in the Hikayat it seems that the pufpose of the
text is to suggest that Hang Jebat's durbaka symbolizes political dis-
order in the Malaccan state, a condition in which daulat was in dan-
ger. In line of the definition of dwrbaka cited above, the story in the
Hikayat demonstrate s durbaka as political disobedience to legitimate
pohtical authority. In this respect, therefore, Hang Jebat is not to be
,..r, u. an individual subject, but he is an embodiment of a political
di.ssidence against the ruler's authority. The text indeed signifies the
above condition as disorder (buru-hara) of the Malaccan state'
O, Laksamana, my son, tomorrow motning you will be ordeted by the Raja
because the Malaccan state is in disotder (huru-hara) as though it is defeated by
the enemy. Although it is not really tevetse, in fact the palace is under the con-
trol of someone [Hang Jebat]; even the Raia is still in the countty'lO7
This is an expfession indicating the condition that durhaka ex-
isted and opefated in the Malaccan state which was embodied in the
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evil behavior of Hang Jebat. Huru-hara in this passage is interpreted
as "disorder" to denote the political significance of the durhaka that
the text magnifies and intimates pertaining to the whole condition of
the Malaccan state. Consistent with this concept of durhaka the text
therefore emphasizes Hang Jebat's treason in the opposite direction
to the concept of daulat, the divine attributes inherent in the ruler.
The evil behavior of Hang Jebat is classified as durhaka not only in
the sense that he committed treason tov/ards the ruler, but also to
God. As stated in the previous discussion, the concept of daulat has
provided the rulers with divine qualities derived from Islamic no-
tions. In this concept, it is implied that every attempt to rebel against
the rulers is associated with traitorous actions against God Himself.
The Hikayal relates as follows:
...But my Lord can see the stabbing of ttaitotous Si Jebat. For fotty days the
people of Malacca have thtown out corpses in Malacca, and their trench is unen-
durable. If you are going to be evil, do not go half-way. I have acted without
reservation. And Laksaman answeted, "Hai, Si Jebat, you have concenttated
your energies on the wrong thing. Your traitorous actions towards yout Lotd
are so many sins against Allah, and you will not beat up under them in the
world to come. As for now, you will kill ten of thousands of innocent people.ro8
Up to this point, it can be stated that daukt, together with durbaka,
have constituted essentiai elements in the language of politics in the
Malay society and history. As to the essential language of politics, in
these two concepts of politics, therefore, lie not only political ideas
but also political actions and attitudes established in the Malay soci-
ety. The concept of daulat has constituted the basis on vzhich rulers'
political exercises are founded, and at the same time it is an articula-
tion of political authority in the pattern of culture and tradition es-
tablished in the Malay Archipelago. In the following discussion, there-
fore, attention will be directed to investigating the very substantial
aspect of the political actions of daulat: the regulation of ruler-sub-
jects relationship rn the Malay political tradition. This is substantial
because in the nature of this relationship we can find the most no-
table aspect of ideological practice of the daulat.
Ruler and Subject
The ruler-subiect relationship in the Malay political tradition is
expressed symbolically in the Sejarah Melayu with a "covenant" be-
tween Sri Tri Buana and Demang Lebar Daun. Sri Tri Buana is de-
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scribed in the text as the first ruler descended from Raia Iskandar
Zulkarnean who intended to marry Demang Lebar Daun's daugh-
ter, \(/an Sendari. Demang Lebar Daun agreed with his desire on
condition that Sri Tri Buana had to accept a covenant he proposed.
...But if your Highness desrres your humble servant's daughtet, then must
your Majesty make a covenant with your humble setvant ... "the descendants of
your humble servxnt shall be rhe subjects oF your Meiesry's rhrone, but rhey
must be vre1l tteated by your descendants. If they offend, they shall not, how-
ever grave be their offence, be disgtaced ot reviled rvith evil words: if their
offence is gtave, 1et them to put to death, if that is in accotdance wrth Moham-
medan law".loe
It is implied, from the quotation, that Demang Lebar Daun 
-the
ancestor of the Malay commoners- took the initiative in making a
covenant with the ruler on behalf of the Malay society. He asked the
ruler, on the basis of the proposed covenant, to treat his subjects
well. Demang Lebar Daun's request is, of course, a symbolic suppli-
cation made by the Malay society to their ruler. They recognize their
position as the "ruled", but they invite the ruler to rule the subjects
on the ground of certain regulations. Now the resPonse of Sri Tri
Buana to the proposed covenant by Demang Lebar Daun is:
And the king replied, "I agree to give the undertaking for which you ask:
but I, in m]'turn, require an undettaking ftom you, sir." "...that yout descen-
dants shall nevet for rest of time be disloyal to my descendants, even if m1'
descendants oppress them and behave evilly". And Demang Lebar Daun said,
"Very rvell, your Highness. But if yout descendants depatt ftom the terms of the
pact, then so will mine." And Sri Tti Buana replied, "Very well, I agree to that
covenant": wheteupon both of them took solemn oath to the effect that who-
ever departed from the terms of the pact, let his house be or-errurned by Al-
mighty God so that its roof be laid on the gtound and its pillats be invetted.lt0
The agreement between Demang Lebar Daun and Sri Tri Buana
sealed by the covenant, as clearly stated in the passage, renders the
impression that ruler-subject relationship in the Malay political tra-
dition is established on the basis of certain contractual pnncrpies. Sri
Tri Buana, the ruler, consents to the proposed covenant on cofldi-
tion that the Malay subjects are loyal to the rulers, and recognize
them as having legitimate authority to rule the state. From this it
follows that in the Malay tradition both the rulers and the subiects
have obligations to make the relationship becoming harmonious and
peaceful on the grounds of consensual mechanism.111
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To reach this opinion, there are of course several aspects to be
considered with particular care. As far as the above quotation is con-
cerned, it is in fact explicated that the subjects are in the minor posi-
tion in the covenant and have less opportunity to question the rul-
ers. The covenant indeed presupposes the submission of the subiects
to the rulers even when they oppress them and behave evilly. Some
scholars, therefore, assume that ruler-subiects relationship in the Malay
political tradition is characterized by the concept of loyalty, the
unquestioning subjugation of the ruled. In this concept, the subiects
have to serve the rulers with the complete and total submission, and
the rulers hold absolute power over the subjects to an uniimited ex-
tent. The concept of loyalty therefore encourages the oppression of
the society by the rulers, which is reminiscent of the feudal epoch.112
Carefully examining the covenant above quoted from the Sejarab
Melayu, it appears that ruler-subject relationship is in fact ch^racter-
ized by the dominant position of the rulers. The oppressive and un-
just behavior of the rulers does not by any means absolve the sub-
jects from thg dury to be loyal to the rulers. However, in this study I
will argue that ro identiFy this relationship with the concept of loy-
alty as cited above is not properly correct. This concept exaggerates
too much the powerful position of the tulers without giving any
consideration of the position of the subjects who are recognized in
the covenant as also having important position.l13 As will be appar-
ent in the quotation which follows, however, much of the covenant
highlights the strong position of the rulers over the subiects, it does
not mean that the political authoriry of the rulers is exempt from any
possibility of being erased and demolished. The covenant indeed states
that the ruler who departs from the terms of the covenant rvill be
punished by God with the destruction of their state's existence.
And that is why it has been granted by Almighty God to Malay rulers that
rhel' never put their subjects to shame, and that those subiects, however gravely
they offend, shall nevet be bound or hung or disgtaced with evil wotds. If rny
tulets put a single one of his subjects to shame, that sha11 be a sign that his
kingdom will be desttoyed by Atmighty God. Similatly it has been granted by
Almighty God to Malay subjects that they shall nevet be disloyal ot treachetous
(durhaka) to their tulets, even if their tulets behave evilly or inflict injustice
upon them.tto
This quotation clearly expresses that the both rulers and subiects
have the same, albeit unequal, obligations to commit to the covenant
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they have 
^gteed, 
and both are also feady to accept any consequences
of their departure of the covenant. From this it is obvious that the
concept of loyalty as mentioned above is not sufficient to explicate
the political relationship between ruler and subjects in the Malay
tradition. Despite the fact that loyalty constitutes an impor'tant fea-
ture of the relationship, it has to be seen not as a m^tter of crude
mechanism of blind submission, nor as an indication of absolute po-
litical ideas in the negative sense. Rather, if we examine the covenant
in the rvhole context of Malay politics, this loyalty must be viewed
as an articulation of MaIay religious ideology of daulat' In this rdeol-
ogy, it is Almighty God 
-not the subiects- who has to punish 
the
evil and unjust rulers. The subiects, however they may commit a
durhaka, cannot abrogate the covenant and delegitimate the ruler's
political authority. Likewise the ruler has the duty to treat the sub-
jects wrth all due regard, not to put them to shame'
In this respect, the illustration above from the story of Hang Tuah
in the Hikayat ts therefore very worthy of attention.lls It is recounted,
in the story, that Hang Tuah had to be killed at the command of
unjust ruler who was ied astray by the deceitful words of the treacher-
ous Hang Jebat. In the story, however, there is no sign of appor-
tioning of blame on the ruler for his uniust order of execution. More-
over, Hang Tuah, as a victim of the rilrong order, was still, as it was,
loyal to the ruler. Similarly, Hang Jebat's treason (durhaka) to the
ruler is not to be regarded as an attempt by Malay subiects to ques-
tion and delegitimate ruler's political power.116 Viewed in the light
of the daulat ideology, the story of both Hang Tuah and Hang Jebat
demonstrate the "desires" of both ruler and subiects to re-establish
the covenant of ruler-subject relationship, and also to show the nega-
tive consequences of any attempts to depart and to deviate from the
aforementioned covenant. In other words, the covenant had originaliy
been intended to lay dovrn the ethical basis for the creation of har-
mony and prosperity.llT The covenant regulated the relationship by
^ 
contract under which both parties 
-ruler and subiects- have op-portunities to make contributions to building of the Malay states'
society and history.118
On the basis of this argument, it can be said that the practicai
definition of daulat ideology in the ruler-subiect relationship lies in
the infusion of religious ethics into political conduct, which ts ex-
pressly formulated in the above-mentioned covenant' Turning to the
religious ethics, the covenant, of course, provided Malay rulers with
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a cert^in moral duty to treat thei.r subjects with truth and iustice. It is
in fact stated in the Sejarab Melayu that the subiects occupy an impor-
tant position in the ruler's calculations. They had to take the subiects
into account in the political exercises they followed in building the
state. The Sejarab relates as follows:
Thetefore it is your [ruler] bounden duty to do justice and be diligent in
inquity so that some days in the world to come you may be taken into God's
loving cate for all eternity. See to it that you consult with your ministets and
chiefs, for no ruler, howevet great his wisdom and understanding, shall prosPet
or succeed in doing justice unless he consults vrith those in authority undet him.
For tulets are like firewood, and fite needs wood to produce a flame: a-ra'iryatu
jurtumAtun sultinun darakbt, which means'subjects are iike toots and the rulets
are like tree'; without roots the ttee cannot stand uptight; so is it with rulers and
theit subjects. As for the Malays, however gtievously they may offend, be not
hasty in putting them to death except in cases where that penalty is otdered by
the law of God, fot the Malays is your clay. ...if you Put them to death when
they have no done wrong, your kingdom will be brought to nought.tt'
It is very clear that the quotation highlights the interdependence
between rulers and subjects. The existence of the rulers' political au-
thority presupposes a good and iust relationship with the subiects,
which is embodied in their duties to treat the subiects according to
the principles of iustice. At the same time, this quotation also signi-
fies the basic terms of the ruler-subject covenaflt as formulated be-
tween Sri Tn Buana and Demang Lebar Daun at Bukit Siguntang
Mahameru. The emphasis of this interdependent relationship is in
fact special to the Malay political tradition. The same idea is hardly
found in other areas in the Malay Archipelago. In Java, for instance,
the prevailing political ideas did not grant any possibilities for a so-
cial contract or system of mutual obligation between rulers and sub-
jects as clearly conceptualized in the Malay tradition.r20
Up to this point, it is extremely important to note that the inter-
dependent ruler-subject relationship is not to be seen as contradic-
tory to the idea of divine elements in the concept of daulat as ex-
plained above. As to the tdea of dwrhaka, that it does not mean any-
thing to delegitimate the rulers' political authority, nor does the daulat
by any means dimrnish its function as a political authority because of
this interdependent relationship. The idea that the rulers' role and
position are Par^mount over the subiects 
-they are claimed as the
symbol of state, dignity, and its well-being as weli as its ultimate earthly
arbiter and guarantor of harmony and welfare- does not inhibit
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them from taking the views and repurations of the subjects into con-
sideration of their political exercises.121
Thus the ruler-subject relationship constitutes a moral dimension
in the political practice of daulat ideology in the Malay society and
history. The loyalty of subjects to the rulers must be paid for in re-
turn by respectful and iust treatment of the rulers. These two aspects
have to work in both directions, to and from the rulers, to establish
a secure and weli founded-state and prosperous society. In fact the
power reguiation can work properly only if the rwo parties 
-1uls15and subjects- 
^ct 
in agreement with and with reference to each other.
In the light of this political concept, rherefore, the Malay tradi-
tion provides the rulers with the principle of mwsyazuarah ldehbeta-
tion) to reach the political decisions they wanted to pursue in the
states. The Sejarah Melayu in fact elucidates some examples of the
practice of musyazaarab by Mil.ay rulers. The text demonstrates at
least the importance that musyazuarah be executed by the rulers rn
their political conduct. The text emphasizes the principle of
Tnusyal.uarah as the foundation of the rulers' success in building just
and prosperous state. For the wisdom and understanding shown by
the rulers to their subjects, however great they are, are regarded as
insufficient to make the rulers succeed unless they consult with those
in authority under them.122 The importance of mwsyaroarah is also
illustrated in the case of Sultan Malik al-Tahir. He is portrayed in
the text as having advised his son before he died to hold musyaruarah
in making political decisions in the state.
And aftet a while Sultan Malik al-Tahir fell sick. And he gave his dying
injunction to his son, Sultan Ahmad, saying, "My son, light of my eyes and of
my heatt, disregard not the words of your servants in many matters of yours.
Take counsel (musyatoarab) with your ministet and do not provoke those vho
serve you. Be on your guard against aught that is dishonorable. Make not light
of your duties to Almighty God, and lay not your hand wrongfully on the
goods of others".123
Turning to daulat, the importance of musyal.uarah jn the Malay
political tradition also demonstrates the influence of Islam on Malay
society, MusyawaraE has constituted one of the basic political prin-
ciples in Islam. The word musyaTparab is derived from the wol'd sbhri
which is mentioned in the Qur'an, Chapter 3 (Al'Imrkn) verse 159,
raa amrubum shtr.ri baynahum (on their affairs they have to hold de-
liberation between them). This Qur'anic verse is then s6n66iye.l h-'
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Musiims as an obligation for the rulers to implement this principle of
consultation in their political exercises. MusyaruaraE therefore has
been widely recognized as a political term to denote the rulers' poli-
tical conduct on the basis of mutual relationship with their realms.l2a
In the Malay political tradition, 
^s 
far as the text is concerned,
musyaloaraE is employed as a part of the political pracrice of dawlat
ideology. In this context, the final decision of deliberation is in the
hands of the rulers. The court officials with whom the rulers take
counsel are mostly in agreement with the rulers' decisions. Musya-
zaarah is in fact conducted to anriounce and confirm the rulers' political
edict by the court officials. This is especially the case in the succes-
sion of ruler, when they ask the leading court administrators for their
agreement with their intention to appoint their sons as successor to
rule the state. Sultan Ala'uddin Ri'ayat Shah in the Malaccan srare,
for instance, held musya,rDaralt to announce that his son, Sultan
Muhammad Shah would ascend the throne after him. The text de-
scribes his holding musyal.ilaraE as follows:
And when the king had reigned for thirty-thtee years, then in the process of
time he fell sick. And he rco,lized that his days were numbeted, he sent for his
son Raja Mamat [Sultan Muhammad Shahl and his chiefs. And when they all
come, the king asked the women artendants to prop him up; and of those rvho
had assembled he ordered five 
-the Bendahara, the Treasuter, the Temenggung,I(adli Munarvar Shah and the Laksamana- to approach his bedsrde. Then he
said to them, "I would have you know, my friends (tuan-twan), that I feel my
son, Raja Met [Sultan Muhammad Shah] hete, that I wish you to make Raja in
my stead. Take good care of him and love him as you have loved me. If he is
guilty of erors and follies, be generous in pardoning them: and watch ovet him,
for he is a chi1d".12s
It is clear, from this quotation, that the ruler held ntusya,uarab
with his great courtiers in the pattern of raja-centered political tradi-
tion. The text gives indications of the text strong and determinant
position of the ruler over his realms, showing him deciding that his
son will succeed to his power sear in the state. The ruler held
musya'u)arah to acquire the political approval of the courtiers which
v/as needed to maintain the continuity of his political authority. The
courtiers in fact approved and accepted the ruler's decision without
question or refutation of the ruler. Thus the principle of mwsyaruarah
in the Malay political tradition must be viewed as an integral part of
the political practice of daulat ideology which regards the ruler as
being in powerful determinant position over the subjects. Hence, rn
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the covenant of the ruler-subiect relationship, the significance of
?nusyawdlab lies in the fact that it constitutes a motal dimension tn
the practice of daulat ideology. Musyazuarah formed an ethical prac-
tice of the rulers in achieving iustice and fairness in the state.
Establishing Legal Customs
The influence of Islam on the political tradition in the MaIay at-
chipelago seems to have reinforced the raja-centred political notion.
As obviously apparent in all previous discussions, Islam has provided
the established politrcal tradition with a new concept which fitted in
with the idea of the omnipotent and sacred ruler. Both the claim of
the Malay rulers that they descended from Raia Iskandar zulkarnean
and the importance of the daulat ideology as the concept of political
authorj.ty can be credited as the mode of conceptualizing Islamic be-
Iief in the framework of raja-centred political tradition. In fact these
rwo aspecrs seem ro have worked effectively as the ideological basis
for the Malay Islamic states. Both Samudfa Pasai and Malacca emer-
ged as outstanding Islamic states in the Malay Archipelago.
In this section, the discussion will concentrate on analyzing the
mode of conceptualizing Islam in the Practical aspects of the political
ideology. Among the practical aspects, the main emphasis of the dis-
cussion is on certain segments of politics which deal directly with the
regulation of state affairs in the forms of political administration. In
this context one important points will be investigated, the establish-
rng of legal customs. It is very important to examine considering the
fact that it constituted very substantial elements of the rulers' politi-
cal exercise of power in the Malay Islamic states, in particular Mal-
^cca]2(' It explicates the dawlat ideology at the level of power 
institu-
tions. Investigating Iegal customs will ultimately enable us to grasp
not only the degree in which Islam is adopted and incorporated in
the Malaccan legal and political tradition, but also the nature of un-
derstanding and conceptualizing Islam by the Malay rulers in the
legai culture and politics
In the Malaccan state, the legal practices of the rulers are recorded
in two legal texts: the (Jndang-Undang Malaka"' and the Undang-
Undang Lawt Malaka.l28 These texts are regarded as the primary sources
for ascertaining the legal practices of the Malaccan rulers. The first
text covefs almost every aspect of Malaccan state affairs: such as the
responsibilities and the duties of the ruler and the officials, the regu-
lation of the public conduct of the subiects of the state, the punish-
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ment for criminal acts, the jurisdiction of the family matters, and the
regulation regarding property. The function of the second text v/as
to provide maritime regulations for the Malaccan state, such as the
duties of ship's officers, the rules governing commercial transactions,
and other matters concerning the jurisdiction of a sea-captain In thrs
discussion, however, most attention will be directed to the first text,
the Undang-Undang Mekka. This is due to the nature of the text which,
as was just said, covers almost every aspect of the society, so that it
contains many important clues for discerning the practice of ideol-
ogy.
Before we come to the discussion, it is important to explain here
that the main focus of this part is to 
^nalyze 
the cultural and political
aspects of the legal practices. Both legal texts, therefore, will be viewed
in the framework of the political tradition established in the state.
The legal decisions contained in the texts are regarded as the formula-
tion of the prevailing values which constituted the cultural basis of
the Malaccan legal promulgations. In other words, it is the iegal cul-
ture 
-not the legal system- which will be investigated in the discus-
sion.12e Likewise the Islamic elements of the legal decisions will not
be dealt with distinctively, in the sense that they are separated from
the local customs (adat).130 The fact that the two elements exist in the
texts must be understood in the nature of the Islamization explained
above. Being imbued by the historical condition of the period con-
cerned, the pre-Islamic elements in the legal promulgation must not
be judged as the matter of Islamic or non-Islamic. It is far more oppo-
site to view them as the extent to which Islam is conceptualized in
the context of legal culture and politics.
Being structured in the raja-centred political notion, both Undang'
Undang invoke the greatness of the rulers and ascribe all the regula-
tions to them. The rules put forward in the texts are acknowledged as
coming down from the great tradition of the royal genealogy of the
Malaccan rulers. Referring to the establishment of the politicai ideol-
ogy, the texts state that the Malaccan legal digest originated from the
customs introduced at the time of Raja Iskandar Zulkarnaen. The
Undang-Undang Mekka relates as follows:
Let be knovrn to you that these customs have come down to us from the
time of Sultan Iskandar Zulkarnten who ruled ovet man-krnd till the time of his
son, Sultan Iskandat Shah. ...He was the first ruler to embtace Islam and to
codify royal customs and tules, and rules pertaining to high dignitattes.'t'
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Crediung the regulations as coming from Raja Iskandar Zulkarnaen
is of course motivated by political reasons: to render the legal digest
authoritative to serve as the rules of the Malaccan state. This is the
ideological justification of the legal promulgation. Raja Iskandar
Zulkarnaen, as has aheady become apparent in the previous explana-
tions, is claimed as the origin of the Malay rulers' genealogy to enuri-
ciate the credentials of the rulers as the protector of their subjects,
especially for the Muslim section of societv. Thus the legal digest was
promulgated as the implementation of politrcal ideology, and it was
deeply structured in the historical condition of the societies dunng
the period of the Malaccan state.
From this, it follovrs that the rules established rn the state func-
tioned as an instrument lay down the legal basis for the ra1a-centred
political tradition. In the digest, therefore, the great and paramount
position of the ruler over the subjects is emphasized in such a wav as
to demonstr^te that they were responsible for the introduction of
the legal customs. The ruler, in this context Iskandar Shah, is accred-
ited in the text as having "the highest authority with regard to these
customs and rules".132 It is the ruler who has the right to arbitrate
and determine the regulation of the state, and in the ruler the legai
practices are vested. In the first patt of the Undang-Undang Melaka,
therefore, it is stated the duties and responsibilities of the ruler are to
appoint state administrators and to determine the obligations to which
they have to answer.
Every tulet must appoint high dignitaties to act on his behalf so that he need
himqPlf Agi,h rri'rirl marteru\
E,very king must, in the fitst place, appoint a Chief N{inister (Bendahara),
secondly, a Police-Chief (Temenggung), thitdly, a Tteasuret (PenghuLu Bendabarl
and fourthly, a Harbour-mastet (Syabbandar), and (if he does so) both the ruler
and hrs subjects can Live in peace and security.rl
Thrs regulation provides the ruler with the rights and the author-
iry to establish the ruling elite of the state. In this respe^cts, the ruling
elite functions as the agent of political practices to assist the rulers in
exercising their power over their subjects.l3a The Undang-Undang
then enumerates the division of the duties entrusted to the above
mentioned high dignitaries.
The Chief-Ministet is given jurisdiction fot instance over those who are hold-
ing office, and those who rank 
^s 
tuan, the sida-sida (Coutt-officers) and the
ehilrlren nf hioh rlioni111is5.
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The Police-Chief is given jutisdiction over crimes committed in the country
and (matters) such as the investigation (of crime) and the apprehension of crimr-
nals in the iand.
The Harbout-master is given jurrsdiction ovet all matters concerning fot-
eign merchants, orphans and all who have suffeted injustice and futthetmote,
the regulations pertaining to junks, cargo-boats and othet vessels.'35
This of course has far-reaching effects on the position of the rulers
in the state. Providing the rulers with the duty to appoint the ruling
elite, the regulation entrenches the royal custom that the rulers are
source of every lz,nk (pangkat) and st^tus (na?rta), as the marks of
digniq' and nobility of their subjects. The rulers accredited the au-
thorirl' to determine the social and political positions of cerrain
people from among their subjects, and at the same time to grant and
bestow their greatness (kebesaran). In short, the implication is that
the fate and existence of the subjects are in the hands of the rulers.l36
Lookrng at this from the perspective of the subject, it can be ascer-
tained that the legal digest also proclaims the regulations which pro-
hibit the subjects from adopting certain attitudes which pertain to
the royal privileges: such as the wearing of yellow, thin and diapha-
nous materials @hasah), and krises (keris) rvith a gold hilt. These ma-
terials are restricted exclusively to the rulers, while the subjects,
especially the ordinary ones, are not allowed to wear them unless
+1-^-, L^-,^ 1--^- ^-^^
---,. b.-,.ted by royal permission.l3T Similar rules are ap-
plied to the use of the language. The digest contains the regulation
which confines the use of certain words to the rulers aione, to be
used towards his subjects: they ate titab (command), patih (I, me),
murkd. (wrath), kurnia (royal grace), and nugerahd (royal bounty).138
All these words are not to be used by the subjects, under pain of
death. Or, the subjects can use these words only if they have ex-
pressly been granted by royal permission, and even then its use is
restricted only to pass on expfess command from his Lord.13e
These prohibitions demonstrate th^t the main concern of the
Malaccan digest was to inaugurate legal customs for the rala-centred
political tradition. These regulations give the impression that the royal
^,,+L^-:", ^f *L^ -,.rers js veiled in a sacred a|ra o{ dionitv whichdur rrul lLy ul rrrL l ulLr J rJ LrfLq lrr  JaLTLU ula vr ulSlllLy
distinguishes rulers from subjects. Especially in the linguistic rules,
the prohibition reveals the most noticeable aspects of the established
political conception. Bestowing on the rulers with the privilege of
using the "royal words" as cited above, the purpose of the digest is to
stress that the rulers hold political initiative over their subjects. The
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above "royal \tr/ords" constitute the fundamental ingredient of the
regularion concerning the ruler-subiect relationship, in which the
power management is located exclusively in the authority of the
.rrl.r.. It is only the rulers who issue an instructive command (titab);
who determine the standard of deviation (murka); and who 
^re 
c^-
pable of legitimizing and validating social fank and status of the sub-
lects (kurnia and nugeraba).
On the basis of these regulations, therefore, the digest sets forth
the required qualifications for the subiects who rank very low be-
neath the rulers. The text emphasizes the qualities of the subiects on
the basis of the manner and the way they behave towards the rulers,
and to what extent they are obedient to and follow the rulers' orders.
The qualities requrted of a rulet's subiects are three in numbet. Firstly, (he is
to be) honorable in all his behaviot; secondly, Qre) abides by the commands of
the rulet; whethet he (the rulet) is tyrannical or not, he (the subject) shall fol-
low his commands; thitdly, he desites mercy from his Lotd'rao
In substance this quotation from the legal digest concurs com-
pletely with the ruler-subject covenant tn the Sejarab Melayu: the sub-
jects have to follow the rulers rvith unswerving loyalty' never ques-
tioning their behavior towards the subiects. This give us fifm gfounds
for assuming that the legal digest emerged as the practical definition
of the political culture established in the Malaccan state. The digest
promulgated legal regulations on the basis of the prevailing political
tradition. In this digest, therefore, the spirit of the legal decisions it
puts fonvard lies in the attempts to embed the raja-centred political
ideology in an operational basis which was culturally meaningful
and stfucturally deep-seated in the whole historical condition of the
Malaccan state.
This legal spirit is clearly expressed in the rules concerning the
daily life of the society. In this respect, however, the discussion is
directed only towards investigating some examples from the undang-
Undang Melaka. Concerning the killing of people, the text in Chap-
ter 5: 1 and 3 relates as follows:
Even if he kills without any fault (on his part, i.e. if he is ptovoked), he is to
be put to death by the law of God. This is what is undetstood by idil (justice).
concerning the killing of a pxamour: if he (a paramour) tuns into someone's
compound and is pursued by the husband, wheteby the lattet is involved in a
fight with the owner of the compound: If he (the owner of the compound) resist
him and the pursuet is killed, the latter simply dies and thete shall be no litiga-
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tion. This is the customs of the country. But according to the 1aw of God, he
who kills shall also be killed. For this is in accotdance lvith what is stated in the
Qur'an and is in putsuance of (its teaching): (God bides us) to do good, end
forbids us to commit sin (amr bi al'ma'rilf ua nalry 'an al-munkar).1a1
A careful examination of this legal decision seems to suggest that
the regulation is formulated on the basis of both the Islamic law from
the Qur'an and the local customs (adat). Particularly in the second
p^tagtaph of the quotation, it is clearly stated that the legal decision
refers to the Qur'an as substitute for or alternative to the local cus-
toms in the Malaccan state. From this, it follovrs that pre-Islamic tra-
dition in the law giving, which is generally known as the adat Iaw,
was still considered as having an important role in governing the
society.
To give proper weight to this legal statement, attention must be
paid to the cultural and political aspect of the digest. Consistent with
the politrcal tradition established in the Malaccan state, the adoption
of Islamic law and allowing pre-Islamic legal tradition to remain in
the digest should be conceived as a matter of exercising political power
in the legal formulation. In this matter, both Islam and local tradi-
tion are certainly significant and must be taken into account. In the
Malaccan state, as explained in the previous discussion, the rulers
had to encounter the two parties of the societies: Muslim and non-
Muslim people who were still very close to the pre-Malaccan culture
and politics. From this perspective, the nature of legal decisions of
the Malaccan digest was constituted on and corresponded to the his-
torical condition during the period concerned.
In this context, it i.s also important to ascertain the nature of the
adoption of Isiamic law in the digest. The Malaccan digest incorporates
Islamic law mostly in these legai cases to which indigenous customs
had already provided their legal solutions: such as regulations con-
cerning with the penalty for killing a slave, abusing and slapping
people, stealing or defiling another's compounds, stealing a buffalo,
cow, or goat, and the regulations concerning the accusation of unlaw-
ful sexual intercourse.la2 These regulations demonstrate both Islamic
laws and local customs have provided the sources of legal formula-
tion in the digest. Islamic laws are described as having augmented 
-
or more precisely inn6v2lscl- local customs, by citing "but accor-
ding to the law of God". So in every case, the text relates pre-Islamic
legal solution provided in the state, and then it adds explanations
derived from Islamic larv in the Qur'an. To take ,ust one example'
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here is the legal decision concerning with killing a slave in the digest.
If he (a slave) steals and is arrested (and) then killed, a fine of half of the value
(of the slave) shall be incurted (by the killet): half of the amount goes to the
ministet and the other half goes to the slave's master, because (the killet) is held
negligent in failing to infotm the minister. But according to the law of God, he
who steals ought not to be killed but his hand should be amputated instead.la3
Taking this example, if we look carefully at the way the text in-
corporates Islamic law, the impression mrght be attained here that
the Malaccan digest adopts Islamic law more as an alternative to the
Iocal customs than as an officially applied law. The digest offers the
possibility to adopt Islamic law alongside 
^dat law. Islamic law was
most likely not the only alternative operating in the Malaccan state.
The legal digest seems to have provided Malaccan rulers with the
liberty to use Islamic law or local customs in accordance with certain
disputed legal matters, and the condition under which the legal mat-
ters arose. This is probably due to the fact that the Malaccan political
power extended to diverse societies which were scattered through-
out many areas in the Malay Archipelago.laa I{eeping pace with the
political expansion, as will be apparent in the explanation which fol-
lows, the Malacczn rulers had to cope with pre-Islamic societies each
with its own culture and legal tradition. Under such conditions, there-
fore, regarding Islamic law as subsidiary law to the local customs in
the digest can be seen in the light of a political strategy by the Malaccan
rulers.las This was needed to make the Malaccan digest effective as an
instrument of regulation concerning not only the Muslims but also
the indigenous Malay society.
This absence of Islamic legal decisions as cited in the Qur'an from
the political practices of MaIay rulers should not be viewed as 
^ 
mat-
ter of their reluctance to hold and practice the Islamic precepts in
their political exercises. Indeed, what is reflected in the digest of the
Malaccan state is an attempt to implement the precepts of divine rev-
elation within the framework of existing social and political condi-
tions. In this attempt, the fact that pre-Islamic elements continued to
prevail in practice is not only historically plausible, but it is doctri-
nally justified. The history of Islam has shown us a plethora of ex-
amples which indicate a shared contribution by both Muslims and
non-Muslims who participate in the creation of a religious tradition
in the domain of Islamdom.la6 Thus the Islamic legal decisions cited
tn Malacca should not be viewed as the single prevailing law in the
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state. It is far better to regard them 
-in the words of M.B. Hooker-
"as a se{ies of standards forlaw",lal which have constituted and oper-
ated as an ethical basis for legal reproduction. The Islamic law pro-
vided in the digest functioned as the provider of moral principles and
exhortations which, in their 
^ctual legislation, had to take into ac-count and accept the existing society as a term of reference.la8
From this perspective, Islamic law adopted in the Malaccan digest
presumably did not constitute a fixed legal regulation. Islam provided
the rulers with the legal options which required sophisticated imple-
mentation to meet certain circumstances in the state, which needed
legal regulation from the holders of political authority. It is not surpri-
sing, therefore, that the Malaccan digest stimulated using the law on
the basis of analogy, ki.yas, one of the basic principles of Islamic iuris-
prudence (usftl al-fiqb).1ae This is the case in the regulation concern-
ing a slave who intends to kill his master. The text states that the
penalty for this crime is to apply in ail parts of the state on the Lrasis
of analogy.
... But if he (the slave) has been setiously wounded, then killed, no offence
has been committed. Such is the custom regarding the slaves. And so did we
mention in the kanun law. On the basis ol analogy, the same (rule) applies to
(every part of) the country and the (districts of tributary streams without any
difference.l5o
Alluding to the use of analogy in the Malaccan digest, it is possible
to assert that the legal practice in the state was conducted giving em-
phasis to taking local tradition into consideration in the composition
of the legal formulation. Kiyas, from the Arabic qiyhs, is one of the
principles of Islamic jurisprudence which functions as "the method
by which the principles established by the Qur'an, sunnd,Ir, and
consensus are to be extended and applied to the solution of problems
not expressly regulated therein".ls1 The implication of this method
that the formulation of law in Islamic legal tradition operates along-
side the social arrangement in the given historical period, and at the
same time it is conducted in the light of the norms and principles
established by the divine and sacred revelation. From this, it follows
that the rules and legal decisions formulated within the framework
of certain social and historical conditions are regarded as Islamic as
long as they are within the bounds of and are endorsed by the divine
will.152
On the basis of this argument, the introduction and the use of
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anz,l.ogy in the Malaccan digest is therefore to be viewed as the evi-
dence of the Islamizing society. This has laid do.vn an ethical basis
for the regulation of political and social affasrs in the given historical
period. Basically, the adoption or incorPoration of Islamic1aw into
the legal tradition in the Malaccan state was not a set of prescrip-
tions. It was instead 
-again to use the words 
of M.B. f{seks1- "2
mode or method for defining the search for the essence of religion".153
The method of analogy has provided the legal formulation with prac-
tical considerations; with ample oPportunities to discover, and
ultimately to embody, the divine command in the pattern of social
and cultural system of the society in the period under discussion.
Turning to this matter, i.n the Malay context, the legal practice
and its reproduction were under the authority of the rulers. Being
structured in the rd.ja-centred political tradition, as explained above,
the Malaccan digest placed the application of the rules into the hand
of rulers and their high dignitaries. They vrielded immense power in
determining the regulations ovef the state. This is clearly articulated,
for example, in the rule concerning the people who are allowed to
kill without prior authority from the ruler' The digest grants this
authority to the assigned ruling elites as cited above.
Petsons who are allowed to kill falt into four categories. First, the chief
Minister in the absence of the rulet or in his own tetritoties may kill without
toyal otdet. Second, the Police-Chief when attesting people (may also kilf with-
out waiting for a roytl order. Thitd, the Hatbour-master, when he is in the
estuafy, (is allowed to kill) any one who does not obey his otders while sailing a
perahu or a vessel. ...Fourth a Sea-Captatn may also kill rvithout toyal otdet
while he is at sea for he himself is a rulet at that time.15a
Granting the authority for legal practice into the hands of the rul-
ers and high dignitaries is, of course, to be seen as a consequence of the
political zirf?;ngement pufsued in the legal formulation. In this case,
therefore, there is no feason to understand the authority of the ruling
circle in a negative perspective. However, the bulk of the legal digest
allowed them with great libefty in the practice and reproduction of
the regulation and at the same time it emphasized the moral principles
and exhortations derived from Islamic Pfecepts. Consistent with the
spirit of adopting and incorporating Islamic law, the Malaccan digest
sets forth the state regulations in the attempt to pufsue and establish
fustice and property in the state. Thus in the rule concerning the kill-
ing by a slave 
-1e 12ks iust one example- 
the text expressly demon-
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strates this moral principle as the spirit of legai formulation.
rf a ftee man slaps a slave and is stabbed to death by the latter, no offence is
deemed to have been committed. But according to the raw of God, he who kills
shall be killed so that justice may be done.15s
Up to this point, it is safe to hold the opinion that the contribu-
tion of Islam to the establishment of legal customs in the Malaccan
state lies in giving rise to the principle of justice. It functioned as an
ethical basis for the legal practice and formulation. From this, it can
be said that the strong and determinant position of the rulers in the
legai establishment in the Malaccan state operated in line with, and
was guided by, the moral principle embodied in the invocation ofjustice. Justice was in fact administrated by the ruiers, and it ulti-
mately constituted the most important aspect of rulers' political ex-
ercises.156
In this context, it is quite understandable that the Maraccan digest
regulates the duties and responsibilities of the ruling circle with an
obvious provision for rules which are completely the same in sub-
stance, as the regulation over the ruler-subject relationship in the
Sejarab Melayu. The Malaccan digest, as the Sejarah,lays Jown the
principle of rulership derived from the Islamic poriticar postulate. As
will be apparent in the quotation which follows, the text states that
the rulers are burdened with the obligation to rule their subiects on
the basis of truth and justice, and to treat them well as to shepherds
their flocks.
And this is what is to be done by all the ministers who ate holding this kind
of office. You should from early morning sit in the harl of audience, because
God has to 
^ 
gte^t extent left all human beings to (the care of) the rulers and
theit ministets, for the Prophet, may God bless him and give him peace, has
said: "Kullubum ri'in ua kullubum mas'ulin 'an ra'iyatihi;,, that is, 
"[ of yo,r,being shephetds, will be questioned about yout herds, (and) therefote, if the
occasion arises, (we) should willingly take orders and carry out whatevet task
may be assigned to us in this world so that we may feel rvithout burden in the
wodd to come, because, even if the ruler be just, if he has no ministets or judges
to c^try out (his orders), his justice can not take effect.rsT
This quotation lucidly supports the argument above that the Is-
lamic influence on the legal customs in the Malaccan state v/orked
effectively in the establishment of ethical principles. These principles
formed the substance of the legal and political practices by the rulers.
The similarity of its substance with those provided in the sejarah
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Melayu proves the cited assumption that the establishment of legal
customs, as expressed in the digest, is the practice of the raja-centted
political ideology. This ethical principle constituted the main politi-
cal discourse in the Malay Archipelago during the period concerned.
Islam has made great contribution to the formulation of an ethical
principle for the Malay political tradition.
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